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SURREY PARK MODEL BOAT CLUB DETAILS

COMMODORE -  Ian Jemmeson  VICE COMMODORE – Robert Owens
SECRETARY -  Tony Goldsworthy  TREASURER -  Martin Lui
FIRST ORDINARY MEMBER – Gavin Salter SECOND ORDINARY MEMBER – Nicholas White
QUARTERMASTERS – Peter Eames and Phil Clark
SAFETY OFFICERS – Phillip McArdle, Les Lee, John Kieries
AUDITOR – Alan Gray   WEBMASTER:Michael Best
Bilgewater Editor: Phillip McArdle: 9855 9269  0408 822 586      pcmca@bigpond.com  
This issue produced and augmented by Ian Jemmeson from Phillip’s material while he is 
overseas.

SUBSCRIPTION  FEES 2012 – 2013
Membership fees are due 1st.July each  year and must 
be  paid before 1st September to maintain Club rights.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS
Adult (18 years+)     $60.00
Junior  (Under 18)     $20.00
Family Membership (at same address)   $65.00
Concession (Pensioner or 55 years+)  $55.00

Pro rata subscription fee when joining part way through the year:
  1st Oct to 31st Dec 1st Jan to 31st  Mar 1st Apr to 30th June
ADULT   $45   $30   $15
CONCESSION $30   $20   $10
FAMILY  $48   $33   $16
JUNIOR  $15   $10   $5
$10.00 Entrance fee applies to the above amounts
$20 Discount applies on Annual Club Subscription to members residing more than 60 km 
from the SPMBC Clubhouse

The members meet every Sunday and Wednesday at the Club House adjacent to the Surrey Park 
lake previously known as the “Surrey Dive”  The location is near the rear of the Whitehorse Aquatic 
and Leisure Centre, ref. Melway 47, B11.  Parking available in Standard Ave. or Surrey Dive

SPMBC email address: spmbc@optusnet.com.au
SPMBC Postal Address: PO Box 2, Ascot Vale, Victoria 3022   
SPMBC Web site: www.spmbc.org.au/

SOME THOUGHTS FROM THE SAFETY OFFICER.

This Autumn’s activities, primarily Como Gardens and Steam Day, both attended by your Safety Officer, 
illustrated a rather worrying situation regarding the Steam Display.  It is inevitable that club members having 
worked for so many years around steam will tend to become a bit lax in regard to the potential hazards of a 
hot steam components. 
Unfortunately, not all the interested public participants have this knowledge, particularly the younger 
members of the crowd and it is only natural for them to want to touch the fascinating little steam plants.  
Fortunately, most are very well behaved and incidents have been kept to a minimum.  It is not pleasant to 
confront an hysterical parent whose little darling has suffered a burned finger or worse.  Which brings to 
mind our current practice of safety barricades around operating machinery.  At Como Gardens the little 
steam plants were closely attended by the displayer but the barricade was only inches from the running 
plants.  The children were well behaved and looked after by the parents but we need to keep the equipment 
barricaded at a safe distance,  A minimum of  a metre I would suggest.
On Steam Day at the Club the barricades were up but the warning sign was not in a good position and in my 
opinion is not mounted at a proper height for reading.  In addition the barricade should extend to the water 
line and the viewing public should be advised to adhere to our safety regulations.  An example was the 
vertical boiler and pump situated on the upper level with a plastic chain guard on only two sides, far too 
close to the display and unattended while operating. Certainly an oversight but there were quite a few public 
attendees with children and the day would have been a disaster if little Tommy was a bit too curious and 
came to grief.
 We will be reviewing our safety regime with exhibitors prior to the next Steam Day.



Commodore’s Report   for AGM   July 2012

I find myself penning my last report as Commodore after two separate terms over quite a few 
years. It is now time to hand over the reins to a new committee. 

I looked back on last years AGM minutes which reported that on 13 April 2011 we had the opening 
of the new Club House extension. I concur with Anna Burke!s words (now acting speaker of the 
House in Parliament.) that we have a very unique Club and that it provides a wonderful opportunity  
for the members to share information about model boats but also share in the camaraderie and 
friendship with each other. Anna also made the point of what an important role we play in the 
community generally which is far and above the sailing of model boats.

The finalising of the Club House extension was the culmination of many years of applications for a 
grant and filling in forms and I am particularly proud that we have achieved that end. Having the 
enlarged premises also provides an opportunity to extend Club activities to social events involving 
our partners, training workshops and other entertainment previously not available to us including 
the funeral service for Trevor Johnson, which was a first I believe.

I would like to pass on my sincere appreciation to the committee members for all their fine work 
through the year and in particular the indefatigable Tony Goldsworthy who has been my right hand 
man and an absolute pleasure to work with.  A big thank you to Martin Lui for taking over the 
detailed work of running the finances and skilfully providing a very detailed set of figures to the 
auditor. Robert Owens has had a difficult year but has continued to keep an eye on the Club 
generally and pick up many loose ends here and there including backing me up when I have been 
away

I would like to thank Gavan Salter and Nic White for always being an added opinion on committee 
and being there to help out with the many jobs always needing to be done around the Club.

Referring to the appointed positions I would like to thank Alan Gray who has always been there to 
advise on legal matters and with detailed support on the auditing of accounts.

Phillip McArdle has just started the jobs of Safety Officer and Bilgewater Editor and now has two 
able volunteers assisting on safety in Les Lee and John Kieries.

Thanks to Michael Best we now have a very professional web site operating and Michael is very 
adept at modifying events almost daily so it is a very informative site carrying the last four 
Bilgewater Newsletters and numerous photo displays.

I would also like to thank the Quartermasters Peter Eames and Phil Clarke who have ensured that 
supplies are kept up as required, an ongoing job that is vital to the running of the Club.

And lastly a big thank you to you the members for your support during my term in office with your 
steady attendances at events, assistance with new member!s queries and building of wonderful 
models. I would also like to thank the volunteers who 
broom off the dock, sweep the floors, tidy up the 
galley, tidy up the storerooms, check out the Club 
boats and all those myriad jobs necessary to keep a 
Club running well.

I look forward to new people with enthusiasm 
presenting at the AGM to add fresh ideas to the 
committee. 

With your help the Club will stay strong and dynamic.

Good model boating,

Ian Jemmeson "

Commodore.
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THE CENTENNIAL ANNIVERSARY 

OF THE SINKING OF THE TITANIC AT COMO   April 14 - 15

What a lucky circumstance that The Titanic anniversary occurred on Como Weekend and the 
enthusiastic crowd on both days was almost the same number that didn!t make it home from the epic 
voyage.  Peter Brewer outdid himself as the performance of the “Titanic” was superb, along with the 

assistance of Commodore Ian 
setting the stage with the 
iceberg and then placing Alan 
Gray!s replica of the sinking 
stern with a lifeboat thrown in 
for good measure.  The 
weather was not the replica of 
the sinking, thank goodness, 
and made the two days a 
huge success.  The Boat 
display by members was, as 
usual, a huge success with 
the visiting public. Nev 
Burford!s Steam Engine 
display was well received.  

The running of his Steam Turbine Titanic Model 
was again well handled by Peter Brewer.

Alan Gray provided much added interest with his 
submerged stern model and his lifeboat model 
manned by period costume figures.

The ambiance of the event was also very much 
enhanced by Alan Gray and Bob Owen dressing 
in black tie costume for the commemoration.

COMO OPEN GARDEN WEEKEND



Around 12 people each day manned the stand and ran 
models on both days. The weekend event was deemed to 
be one of the best ever held.
Funds raised for the two charities of the local SES and St      

Johns were in excess of $21,000.

The organizers attributed the success to a very large degree 
to the Titanic event and the enthusiasm of the Surrey Park 
members in keeping boats running and entertaining the 
crowds. They extended a very big thank you to the members 
who assisted on the days.
Philip McArdle.

Ian Jemmeson!s “Drumbeat of Devon” fisheries Patrol 
Boat always attracts questions from the public.

  Paddle Steamer “Fortitude” and Port Philip 

  paddle tug “Rescue”  by Ross McRae

Saito live steam plant and farm pump display 

being operated by Neville Burford

COMO OPEN GARDEN WEEKEND
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STEAM DAY

Steam Day Sunday April 29 was well attended and 
many steam driven craft were operating. In addition 

to water craft Ken Burge 
again operated his big 
boiler and steam plant 
which is always very much 
appreciated by members 
and public alike.

      

Vertical boiler plant by 
Alan Gray

“Cervia” English Tug by Philip Ham

Plant by Miniature Steam

S.L. Matilda by Philip Ham

Plant by Miniature Steam

“Badger” English Customs Launch by Les Lee

Loopen Model by Alan Gray 

with Regner Steam Plant

Steam plant by Ken 
Burge with rare beam 
pumping engine 
working on display



I originally developed the following process to make 200 gm keel ballast weights for a Footy I was 
building. When I started making the fourth weight from scratch it dawned on me that it might be a 
good idea to record the shape and dimensions of the profiles so that in the future the process 
became a bit less hit and miss. It also dawned on me that you could 'scale up' the profile shapes to 
design progressively larger weights with some degree of certainty as to the final weight.

The materials and tools: 

Builders sheet lead flashing 1.5 mm, 1/16” or 16 gauge (they’re all around the same thickness), 
scissors, scriber, 
Superglue, rasp/Surform, 
aggressive abrasive paper, 
epoxy resin/hardener 
(fibreglass resin), Micro 
Balloons/talcum powder.

N B This process using 
these profiles produces a 
weight of around 230 gm. 
This provides you with an 
excess of material to 
remove so you can shape 
the weight.

The method - this is not 
rocket science.

1) Make two copies of the 
profiles (scan, photocopy or 
trace them)

2) Knock the lead sheet out 
flat between two blocks of 
wood with a heavy 
hammer.

3) Cut out the two sets of 
profiles and glue them 
individually to the lead 
sheet to get the least 
wasteful layout (for gluing 
PVA is OK, contact 
adhesive is better but is a 
devil to remove later, avoid 
Superglue/epoxy as they 
are difficult to remove.)

4) Cut out the lead profiles with scissors, scrape off the paper patterns and flatten the lead profiles 
between the wooden blocks again

5) Stack the lead profiles in decreasing size. Experiment to see what gives the most agreeable 
shape. With a scriber trace around the profile onto the lead below to get the location positions. 
Repeat on the second stack. Both stacks should have the same overall appearance.

6) Re-stack the profiles with a drop of Superglue between each layer, relocating the profiles 
against the scribed marks. Allow each stack to set.

Now comes the difficult bit!

1) Rest a stack on the bench and gently form it to shape with a rasp, Surform, coarse abrasive 
paper or whatever takes your fancy. This is best done by trapping one end of the stack on the 
bench with a finger/thumb of one hand and working away from yourself with the other hand. Work 
on both halves alternatively ie do the tail of one and then do the tail of the other. This way you 
should get a similarity of shape.

How to make laminated lead keel weights 

By Tony Goldsworthy.  



Remember lead is poisonous. Lead poisoning causes your teeth to fall out, your kidneys to 
fail, your wrists to go limp, your brain to shrink and can result in coma and death. Don't 
inhale the dust (?), eat, smoke, suck your fingers or do other insanitary things while 
working with lead.

2) The object of the shaping is to get an 
overall desired section rather like the steps of 
a pyramid.

3) Weigh the two halves. They should be the 
same +/- a gramme or two. If not rework the 
heavier one. Expect to remove around 15 gms 
from each half.

4) When the two halves are to shape and 
correct  of weight attach them, one side at a 
time, to either side of the keel  using 
Superglue. This gives them a temporary 
location. (If you are using a discarded 
helicopter blade as a keel grind the aerofoil 
back to provide a nice flat section before 
attaching the weights.)

5) Drill a pilot hole through both weights and the keel. This is easier said than done. Advance the 
drill a couple of mm at a time,then withdraw it and remove the lead swarfe from the flutes. Keep 
repeating this process until you get through. A gung ho approach to the drilling will almost certainly 
result in a broken drill and much sorrow. I believe that kerosene may be a suitable cutting fluid for 

lead.

6) Drive a pin through both lead weights 
and the keel. (I don't care if its iron the rust 
will help to hold it in place.) Repeat the 
process with a second pin through the 
weights and the keel.

7) Make and place an insert piece between 
the two weight halves in front of and behind 
the keel. Make this from lead sheet or 
balsa etc depending on whether you need 
to increase or conserve weight.

8)Prepare some epoxy resin to the 
standard ratio and mix in some Micro 
Balloons or talcum powder (smells nicer) to 
get a filled resin mix the texture of 
'thickened cream'.

9) Apply the filled resin mix to the weights 
and keel with a wide, disposable, oil painting artist's brush. If the mix seems too runny put in a bit 
more filler. If it seems too thick  - work more quickly. The objective is to fill in the steps in the lead 
sheet and produce a totally covered weight that blends seamlessly onto the keel.

10) When the resin is set finish the weight/keel to the final shape with files, rasps, abrasive papers 
etc. 

It is possible to scale up the profiles to get heavier weights. If you multiply the lengths and widths 
by 1.414 (ie the square root of 2) the resulting weight will be twice the original weight ie 400 gms 
Where do you get a multiplication of 1.414? It’s the factor on a photo copier to enlarge A4 paper to 
A3 size. 

If you multiply the original dimensions by 1.732 (ie the square root of 3) you with get a 600 gm 
weight – albeit a bit on the skinny side. Where do you get a multiplication of 1.732. I haven't got a 
clue. You will have to draw it to those dimensions.

How to make laminated lead keel weights 

By Tony Goldsworthy.  



INTERNATIONAL MARBLEHEAD CLASS (M or RM) 
Radio Marblehead.

This venerable old design has now turned 87 years old! Originally known as the M50/800 
Class due to the simple class restrictions of 50 inches hull length and 800 square inches of 
sail area. The Marblehead was developed by Roy L Clough 
of the Marblehead Model Yacht Club in Massachusetts, 
USA and given International status by the predecessor of 
the ISAF-RSD in 1937. The original design was influenced 
by an earlier MMYC “450” Sail Area Class model design, 
developed by noted yacht designer, L. Francis Herreshoff. 

A restricted development class, the Marblehead  is now 
controlled by a few maximum  dimensions, in metric terms 
overall length (1.29 metres), sail area (0.5161 square 
metres) and draft of 660 mm.  There is ample scope to 
develop hull shape, rigs, foils etc.  Modern designs are 
around the 4 Kg all up weight and are very quick boats but 
have keels far too deep for Surrey Park Lake

 

     Roy Clough 1925
Vintage 

free 
sailing 
in the  
1920’s

The most popular of the International 
classes for many years until recently 
challenged for this  status by the IOM, the 
Marblehead is  sailed in all Australian States 
and has a big following in Queensland.

The photos attached show Roy Clough 
adjusting his first boat and some vintage 
Marbleheads sailing in the early 1920’s. I 
have also included my recently acquired 
boat that incidently was raced by my 
youngest son Sean in the early 1980’s 
when I was sailing them with my sons at 
the Dandenong Valley Club. The boat was 
donated for sale by one of our new 
members Craig Hopper.

The late 1970’s model reconditioned 
Marblehead  RM 618 sailing in 20 + Knots.
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The members were all saddened to hear of the passing of Bill Jacobs on the 17 May.

As reported in an earlier news letter Bill was a foundation member and a long time 
Surrey Park member.

Bill was characterized by his easy 
going and amiable attitude and was 
a well respected life member of the 
Club.

Born in Leichardt New South Wales, 
the first of three children he was 
three years old when his family 
moved to Nimbin where he did his 
primary schooling.

At the outbreak of WW11 the 
family moved to Wollongong NSW 
where he completed secondary 
schooling and was apprenticed as a 
fitter and turner. 

He bought a motor bike and after 
qualifying as a tradesman went to 
Tasmania for a fortnight’s touring. Bill remained in Tasmania for sixteen years during 
which time he met and married Gwen and was employed by the Burnie Pulp Mill.

The family moved to Victoria in 1966 where Bill retired as a toolroom turner in 1991.

Bill loved his submarines and his tugboat and will always be remembered for losing a 
sub in the Lake one day when it did not surface after a dive. 

We remember walking and 
scouring the Lake for the 
lost vessel but to no avail. 
It has always been 
assumed that it lost radio 
signal and sank in the 
muddy bottom.

Bill was effected greatly by 
the loss of his wife Gwen. 
A loss from which it was 
obvious he never recovered.

Bill is shown here in early days with his race boat “Tango”

VALE BILL JACOBS.



IN MEMORIAL

We have this Club year lost a number of valued members and partners.

We remember them here.  

Mario Sartori

Trevor Johnson

Wayne Jeschki

Bill Jacobs

Anna Owens

Llona Smith

The tide of life ebbs and flows,
But the gates of memory - never close ... Anon

*    *    *    *    *    *    *
Model for Sale

A Class model yacht 
Fibre-glass hull all in very good order 
fully equipped to sail with winch and 
gear.
The A class is one of the largest radio 
yachts 2m long with 2m rig in height. 
Professional sails made in high tech 
non stretch mylar.
For sale Not including transmitter and 
receiver. !Includes a wheeled trolley for 
easy handling. Very easy to rig for 
sailing.

Sails majestically and very well in light 
and heavy!conditions. !Currently (early 
June) available for test sail and 
inspection at the Surrey Park Club 
house.
Good price available by negotiation.

Phone Ian Jones 0411 315 865



SURREY PARK MODEL BOAT CLUB
  Calendar of Events June - September 2012

 Subject to change throughout the year.

June Day Time

1-Jun Frid 6.00 pm Social night cancelled

10-Jun Sund 10.00AM Monthly meeting & Club Day (Queens B,day W/E)

15-Jun Frid 7.00PM Training Night cancelled

17-Jun Sund 10.00PM Paddle Boat Day

24-Jun Sund 10.00AM Normal Club day 

30-Jun Sund 10.00AM Normal Club day 

July Day Time

1-Jul Sund 10.00AM 1 Hr Endurance Run

8-Jul Sund 10.00AM AGM and Club day 

13-Jul Frid 7.00PM Training night cancelled

15-Jul Sund 10.00AM Micro Boats Sail day. Yachts  750mm or less

22-Jul Sund 10.00AM Normal Club day 

28-Jul Saturday 6.00 pm Xmas in July night at the Clubhouse.

29-Jul Sund 10.00AM Scrap Material Boat Day

August Day Time

3-Aug Frid 6.00pm Social night cancelled

5-Aug Sund 10.00AM Normal Club Day 

12-Aug Sund 10.00AM Monthly meeting & Club Day

17-Aug Frid 7.00PM Training night Topic TBA 

19-Aug Sund 10.00AM Work Boats Day, Tugs, fishing craft etc.

26-Aug Sund 10.00AM Normal Club Day 

September Day Time

7-Aug Frid 6.00pm Social night TBA

14-Sep Frid 7.00PM Training Night Topic TBA 

16-Sep Sund 10.00AM Steam Day all types

23-Sep Sund 10.00AM Normal Club day 

28-Sep Frid 6.00PM Night Sail 

29 -30 Sept Sat/Sun. 8.00 am Monash Engineering Exhibition.Static display 

Clayton

30-Sep Sunday 10.00AM Normal Club Day 

October Day Time

7-Oct Sund 10.00AM Ladies Day at the Club

14-Oct Sund 10.00AM Monthly meeting & Club day

20/21/ Oct Sat/Sun  Como Weekend  No Training this month

21-Oct Sund 9.00am Whitehorse Festival for non Como People.

21-Oct Sund 10.00AM Normal Club Day for non Como or Whitehorse 

people. 

28-Oct Sund 10.00AM Square Rig Day



The important 
thing to note is 
that you must put 
your name on the 
payslip and make 
sure the teller 
puts that 
information on the  
records so that 
your payment 
shows up clearly 
on the Club 
Statements.

Keep your 
payment stub as 
proof of payment 
in lieu of the 
normally issued 
receipt.

Alternatively 
those who use 
internet banking 
may make 
payments by 
using the BSB 
and account 
details shown. 
Make sure you 
put your name on 
the payment in 
the payee 
surname box for 
identification.

The account 
Nos are:

BSB : 013 345
Acc No:
2484 82891

If you have any 
queries about 
these 
alternatives to 
cash and 
cheque 
payments 
please contact 
the treasurer 
Martin Lui to 
clarify.

At the AGM each year the meeting decides the fees for the new financial year. 
After July 1st each year the Club subscription fees are payable. They may be paid by cash or cheque as in the 
past or the treasurer has suggested the following as an alternative.

Members who may wish to pay direct into any Branch of the ANZ Bank may do this by cutting out this form and 
using it or by copying the details onto a standard pay in slip at any ANZ Branch.

ALTERNATIVE  FEE  PAYMENT  SYSTEM.



Surrey Park Model Boat Club, Surrey Park, Box Hill

Notice of the Annual General Meeting of the

 Surrey Park Model Boat Club

Notice is given that the Annual General Meeting of the Surrey Park Model Boat 
Club (SPMBC) will be held at the Clubhouse at 10.00 am on Sunday 8 July 2012.

The business of the meeting will include:
• Confirmation of the minutes of the Annual General Meeting held 3 July 2011
• the presentation of the:

o Secretary’s report
o Financial report
o Commodore’s report

• the election of Committee officers
• the receipt and consideration the statement submitted by the Association in 

accordance with section 30(3) of the Act
• determination of the entrance fee and annual subscription for the following 

year
• consideration of the program and events for the coming year
• business on notice

Important Notes

1) Business on Notice
The SPMBC Rules and Conditions 12(3) state (in part) that a member desiring to bring any 
business before a meeting may give notice of that business in writing to the secretary..... .
It is required that the notice is provided to the Secretary seven days before the Annual 
General Meeting.

2) Election of Club Officers
All Committee positions are open for election. 

(over)
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The Elected Committee positions are:
NB Committee positions where the incumbent is prepared to stand for re-election are marked 
with an asterisk (*). This should not deter other members from nominating for the position.

• Commodore

• Vice Commodore

• Secretary *

• Treasurer

• First Ordinary Member *

• Second Ordinary Member *

If you wish to nominate for any of the Committee positions please complete the 
following form and return it to the Secretary no later than Sunday 1 July 2012.
In addition to the elected Committee Positions would members willing to be 

appointed by the Committee as Quartermasters **(2), Safety Officers *(2) and 

Membership Secretary (1) also please complete the form below.

! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

To the Secretary Surrey Park Model Boat Club

For Season 2012-2013

We hereby nominate (Please print name)

 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Club number _ _ _

as a candidate for the  position of

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

Candidate’s signature  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Proposer   _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Club number _ _ _ 

Seconder   _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Club number _ _ _ 
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